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Welcome to our 2021
Centura Healthcare
Product Guide.
Whether it’s a brand new hospital, a senior home or a
local neighborhood clinic, we hope our newly launched
Healthcare Product Guide will assist you in your search for
the perfect product(s).
Our goal in developing this Guide is to provide our
Architectural and Design community with a comprehensive
collection of products which will endure the high traffic
requirement in these environments, while allowing you to
create that inviting and welcoming setting. Please feel free
to reach out to your local Centura Representative to answer
any questions you may have.
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icon glossary
Below is a glossary of the different logos that you will find throughout this catalogue. Keep and eye out for these as they have important information such as
how much recycled content is in the makeup of each product, if they are LEED
certified, if a product or collection is Made in Canada, USA and much more.
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Green Label Plus

Green Square Certified

HPD

Green Label Plus is an independent testing
program that identifies carpet, adhesives,
and cushion with very low emissions of VOCs
to help improve indoor air quality. It is an outgrowth of, and enhancement to the CRI Green
Label Testing program. By selecting Green
Label Plus carpet, adhesive, or cushion, you
are assured one of the lowest emitting products on the market, and you may be able to
earn credit under LEED, Green Globes, or
Green Guide for Health Care.

Green Squared® involves one industry, one
standard, and one mark and covers the gamut
of products used in a tile installation. As the
first multi-attribute sustainability standard
developed for tiles and tile installation materials, Green Squared uses the transparency
and consensus of the ANSI process combined with third party certification to evaluate,
validate, and communicate products which
have a positive impact on the environment
and society

An HPD is a Health Product Declaration® that
contains standardized, accurate and consistent reporting of product contents and associated health information for products used in
the built environment.

CHPS

Decalre

EPD

LEED (USGBC)

LEED (CAGBC)

Made in Canada

The Collaborative for High Performance
Schools is the United States' first green
building rating program especially designed
for K-12 schools. CHPS provides information
and resources to schools in order to facilitate the construction and operation of high
performance institutions. High performance
schools are healthy, comfortable, energy,
resource and water efficient, safe, secure,
adaptable, and easy to operate and maintain.

Declare has positively changed the materials
marketplace by offering simplicity, transparency and ease of use to both manufacturers
and specifiers to facilitate the exchange of
information and enable a future of healthier
buildings. A Declare Label Answers 3 Questions: Where does a product come from?
What is it made of? Where does it go at the
end of its life?

An Environmental Product Declaration (EPD)
is an independently verified and registered
document that communicates transparent and comparable information about the
life-cycle environmental impact of products.
As a voluntary declaration of the life-cycle environmental impact, having an EPD for a product does not imply that the declared product
is environmentally superior to alternatives.

The U.S. Green Building Council is committed
to a sustainable, prosperous future through
LEED, the leading program for green buildings and communities worldwide. LEED is for
all building types and all building phases including new construction, interior fit outs, operations and maintenance and core and shell.

The Canada Green Building Council is a notfor-profit, national organization that has been
working to advance green building and sustainable community development practices in
Canada. The CaGBC is the licence holder for
the LEED green building rating system in Canada. In Canada and around the world, LEED
addresses climate change, and creates buildings that are more resource-efficient, healthy
and resilient.

Look for this logo throughout the Sustainable
Buildings catalogue. This will tell you which
products are Made in Canada. This usually
means a much shorter lead time, as well as
being able to support and source locally.

FloorScore

Greenguard

Greenguard Gold

Made in USA

Reycled Content

Red List Free

Certain volatile organic compounds (VOCs)
cause emissions that can affect the air quality inside a home or workplace. FloorScore®,
means that SCS Global Services has independently certified that a flooring product
complies with the volatile organic compound
emissions criteria described in the California
Section 01350 program.

When a product bears Greenguard certification, it means that it is designed for indoor
spaces in such a way that it meets strict
chemical emissions limits and has been tested for more than 10,000 chemicals

The Greenguard Gold Certification ensures
the interior products are low in chemical
emissions, decreasing indoor pollution levels.
This program sets the most stringent guidelines for total VOC emissions. Greenguard
Gold Certified products emit minimal gases.

Look for this logo throughout the Sustainable Buildings catalogue. This will tell you
which products are Made in USA. This usually means a much shorter lead time than importing products from overseas, as well as
being able to keep shipping emissions and
costs lower.

Throughout the Sustainable Buildings catalogue you will see this logo on all of our
products. This will indicate how much recycled and post-consumer content is in the
makeup of each product, as well as what
percentage of the product is recyclable.

Red List Free means you've disclosed a product's constituent chemicals to a 100-parts-permillion threshold and the resulting chemicals
contain NO Red List chemicals. The Red List
contains the worst in class materials prevalent
in the building industry. The commonly-used
chemicals on the Red List are: Polluting the environment, bio-accumulating up the food chain
until they reach toxic concentrations, harming
construction and factory workers.
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Lithos
Lithos by Cotto d'Este is the result of intense
research and experimentation into the evolution
of stone and its original aesthetic.

Cotto d’Este has chosen to take a stand in defense of the planet. The company has an ongoing commitment to minimize its environmental impact through concrete actions carried out
every day. These include investing in the most advanced technologies and making production
decisions based on logics of sustainability. Despite being the result of a complex industrial and
technologically advanced process, ceramics are a natural product. Following a simple recipe,
composed of a few essential elements such as earth, fire and water, it is possible to obtain a strong,
versatile, practical and hygienic product, which has a high value in terms of beauty and design.
This is particularly the case if the production chain interacts with the environment in a responsible
way by reducing the need for raw materials, recycling water and waste products, using renewable
energy and managing the process with high-efficiency systems, thus substantially reducing the
carbon footprint that the industrial production leaves on the surface of the planet.
Lithos has a new look, the result of exhaustive research and tireless experimentation. Cotto
d’Este has creatively reinterpreted stone, combining its texture with the look of finest marble to
produce this stylish collection of surfaces that just beg you to look, touch, and feel them.
Lithos is a new extraordinary proof of Cotto d’Este’s ability to devise new and sensational finishes.
5 surfaces embellished with a variance of graphic effects that create a unique personality for
each of them.

Lithos is highly eco-friendly.
The collection uses less raw materials,
lower water and energy consumption
and lower CO2 emissions.
LEED compliant credit MR4.
Recycled ceramic content.
40% pre-consumer materials.

40% pre-consumer recycled content
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Lithos / Carbon
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Stone
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Norr
Norr by Mirage is a LEED compliant, porcelain
collection that enters a new, unique realm.
What does sustainability mean for Mirage?
Mirage believes that sustainability processes primarily require concrete and tangible principles.
Control of emissions and energy consumption, recycling of industrial waste, LEED compliant
orientation of all the collections as well as compliance with the strict IPPC requirements and
use of the best technologies available for industrial processes are all significant signs of
environmental respect and sustainability, which are important to improve the quality of our lives
and those of future generations.
Integrated Pollution Prevention and Control
Cutting polluting emissions, energy consumption and improving productivity and quality.
Mirage ® conforms to the IPPC directive, which attests to compliance with a series of rigorous
requirements and the use of the most effective technologies for industrial processes.
Leadership in Environmental and Energy Design
LEED is an integrated, sustainable design project covering the whole building, guaranteeing low
impact throughout the planning, construction and maintenance stages.
A Valuable Choice
The use of porcelain stoneware is primarily an eco-friendly choice. With an expected life span
of at least 50 years (TCNA Study of Floor Covering Costs, 2006), this material distributes its
energy cost over a very long period of time, ensuring less environmental impact than competitive
products. Its physical properties make it non-absorbent and inert (it does not release toxic
substances), thus increasing the energy efficiency of buildings with energy savings of more than
30% in virtuous applications, such as ventilated facades.

Colour: RR03 >40% pre-consumer recycled content

All of the slabs by Mirage
are LEED compliant and,
depending on the colour and how it
is used, contribute to obtaining LEED
credits. LEED is the most widely used
green building rating system in the world.
Mirage products are resistant to fungi,
moulds and bacteria and most importantly
free from substances hazardous to
health: NO Lead, Formaldehyde,
Zirconium Silicate, Butyl Benzyl
Phthalate, COV or Radon.
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Norr / Öken RR 08

Vit RR 01

Grå RR 02

Svart RR 03

Melk RR 04

Farge RR 05

Hav RR 06

Öken RR 08

Grus RR 09

2CM

Colours available for exterior applications:
Vit RR01, Grå RR02, Svart RR03,
Farge RR05, Hav RR06, Öken RR08
& Gus RR09.
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Melk Fine RR 14

Farge Fine RR 15

Vit Fine RR 11

Svart Fine RR 13

Grå Fine RR 12
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Glocal
The power of concrete lies in the fact that it is a neutral, exceptionally versatile furnishing material,
and in its ability to embody the whole material identity of the ceramic product, transforming it into
a container able to bring out the very best in all types of finishes and furnishing elements. Mirage
has fully exploited this characteristic feature of spattled cement, coming up with a light, delicate
collection with clean-cut, yet profound textures reminiscent of the material in its most typically
original guise, enhanced by a careful selection of subtle details.
11 neutral shades, ranging from white to anthracite, as well as a series of cold and warm grey
nuances that combine attractively both with each other and with the materials featured in other
Mirage collections to highlight the variety of furnishing and design solutions available.

>10% pre-consumer recycled content (excluding GC01)
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Glocal / Corten GC21

Clear GC 01

Perfect GC 02

Ideal GC 03

Ginger GC 10

Sugar GC 07

Chamois GC 08

Type GC 04

Toffee GC 09

Corten GC 21

Classic GC 05

Absolute GC 06

Iron GC 20
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Venetian
Marble
30
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Venetian Marble / Fog
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Tune
The pledge to protect the environment, which is the legacy
we leave future generations, is one of the fundamental values
underpinning Ceramiche Refin.

Tune by Refin is an unprecedented combination of

Refin’s green philosophy is expressed through the ongoing search for new

stone materials originating from various areas in

opportunities created by technological innovations to make the industrial

Northern Europe, picked and mixed to create orig-

production process increasingly safer and more environment-friendly to

inal patterns and shades. Delicate vein patterns,

offer eco-sustainable products.

small grains and sandy surfaces merge together in
the Tune collection, which is available in both large

A production cycle with a reduced footprint

and medium sizes, to enhance the balance of the

Refin has always recycled in its production cycle:

surfaces. The natural palette, in Snow, Rock, Lava

● 100% of production waters, thereby optimising its use of water resources

and Desert colours, is completed by three different

● 100% of waste material, which is recycled in-house or disposed of externally

types of mosaics: Muretto 3D, which stands out for

for recovery by third-party bodies.

its slanted grooves, Mosaico Linea, which consists
of horizontal strips of various heights, and Mosaico,

Moreover, in the last decade, the company has started up a process of

which encapsulates square and rectangular mosaic

renovating and optimising the production phases through the installation

tiles with irregular dimensions.

of latest-generation systems to protect resources and the environment
even further.
Porcelain tiles: a safe, eco-sustainable material
Compared with other materials used in construction and architecture,
ceramic is in itself a sustainable and safe choice because:

● it stems from a mix of natural raw materials commonly found in nature,
prevalently sands and clays, the extraction of which respects the environment;
● it is a 100% recyclable material which can be disposed of with no risk to
the environment;

● it is by nature inert and does not emit any VOCs (volatile organic compounds)
even when exposed to high temperatures or direct sunlight;

● it does not contain toxic substances such as phthalates, formaldehyde,
solvents, softeners or other chemical additives;

● owing to its outstanding thermal conductivity, it allows energy savings
when applied with underfloor or wall-mounted heating systems

● the packs are produced using recycled material and are 100% recyclable
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Tune / Carbon

AVAILABLE IN 20MM
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Tune / Desert

Snow

Desert

Rock

Carbon
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Blutech
BluTech is a ceramic project in full body porcelain made from the purest raw materials. Blutech is
the product of innovative manufacturing technology and scrupulous research aimed at obtaining
unparalleled surface finishes. The result is a beautiful and modern product that is technically
superior, durable, flat and guaranteed for up to 20 years.
The five surprising surfaces, six modern colours, and three formats make up a complete, elegant
and versatile collection.
Blutech is designed to accompany modern life in all of its activies and settings: from public and
high-traffic work spaces to prestigious, residential and luxurious environments.

40% pre-consumer recycled content
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Blutech / Cemento

Bianco
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Urbancrete
Urbancrete by VitrA is a colour body porcelain collection that features a modern, architectural
look imbued with the robust character of exposed concrete. Introducing a hexagonal geometric
pattern, the collection is highly durable, with a powerful anti-slip surface that is easy to clean and
suitable for high traffic public spaces.
A colourbody porcelain collection that adds the strong and timeless character of exposed
concrete to contemporary architecture. Urbancrete complements the warm and cool colours of
the ColorCode approach, which offers a sophisticated mix, with ethnic and geometric hexagonal
decors. Urbancrete provides many years of use in high traffic general areas with its durable
colourbody structure, strong non-slip feature and ease of cleaning.

Urbancrete by VitrA: Wall: Mink 32" x 32" è
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White (All colours: 12"x24, 24"x24")

Grey

Mink

Dark Greige

Dark Grey
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Ceppostone
A colorbody porcelain collection that interprets the elegant Ceppo di Gré of Italy. Ceppostone
reinvents the large, granular texture of Ceppo di Gré, a special stone valued for its beauty and
strength since ancient times. The collection brings together the grey and mink of the Color Code
approach with modular sizes and offers a high degree of durability that makes it suitable for all
usage conditions.
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Ceppostone / Mink
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Concrete
Jungle
Modern cities come from concrete because it has made any kind of building possible.
Thanks to its use, we live in larger and safer places.
Great contemporary architecture, from the works of Le Corbusier to those of architects
if today, has been created using this adaptable and resistant material.
Following extensive research on the industrial spaces that surround us, we have created
the CONCRETE JUNGLE series, versatile porcelain stoneware with the essential tones
of urban concrete.
A technical product with a great appeal, characterized by original patterns and by two
particularly attractive finishes offering a truly contemporary mood that is ideal for any
environment.

40% pre-consumer recycled content
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Concrete Jungle / Factory
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Store
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Sequence
SequenceHDP is inspired by the elegant Varana stone found in the Emilia
Romagna region of Italy. With its light grey coloration, small compact
granules and contrasting wave-like veining, Varana stone is the material of
choice on altars and baptismal fonts throughout that area. Florida Tile’s
unique interpretation of this stone, SequenceHDP brings versatile color and
size options in a color body glazed porcelain tile that realizes an ideal palette
for designers.
Manufactured using proprietary HDP—High Definition Porcelain® printing
technology, SequenceHDP is appropriate for all applications in both
residential and commercial settings. It is made in the USA in our Green
Squared® certified Advanced Manufacturing Center in Lawrenceburg, KY,
and includes pre-consumer recycled content. It meets the DCOF AcuTest
requirements to be installed in wet areas and is GREENGUARD® and
Porcelain Tile certified. Incorporated into the tile surface is Microban®
antimicrobial technology that works continuously to inhibit bacteria growth,
improve visible cleanliness, and reduce odors.

40% recycled content
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Sequence / Current
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Lemmy
Sheet metal and metals aged and scratched by the passage of time; colour
contrasts between the original gleam of the metal and the opaque marks
typical of oxidisation.
Lemmy captures the most intimate emotion of metal at its most natural
and authentic: neutral shades ranging from white through to grey and
beige team beautifully with coral, petrol blue and green to bring an elegant,
unconventional touch.
In 5 natural colours and 3 contemporary shades, the hallmark of the
collection is its urban chic style in which metropolitan and industrial
atmospheres take on a warm, colourful, inviting connotation.
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Lemmy / Afterglow

Palladium

Afterglow

Nimbus

Excalibur

King

Venom

Indio

Viridium

Pumpkin
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Life
The colours and harmony of the natural wood effect of the Life porcelain
tile series blend together to give your ambience the sense of warmth and
wellbeing that wood gives, combining design and aesthetic harmony.
The Life series with natural wood look is available in 3 sizes: 30x120, 20x120,
14.7x120. The chromatic palette range is made up of 5 hues characterised
by a distinct tone-on-tone variety that reproduces the characteristic
nuances and veining of natural wood, recreating the natural dimension of
architecture.

10% recycled content
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Life / Noce

Nordic
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Clay
Clay features the coated effect typical of resin, with a slightly shiny effect on
a matt surface, in a palette of dense colours, both warm and cool, ranging
from white through three different shades of grey, from greige to taupe, and
three colours with a contemporary soul: cotto, mustard and petrol blue,
suitable for bringing a touch of character to any setting.
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Calm CL 01

Deligth CL 02

Awake CL 03

Fancy CL 04

Verve CL 05

Shy CL 06

Trust CL 07

Karma CL 08

Glee CL 09

2 CM

Colours available for exterior applications:
Delight CL 02, Awake CL 03,
Fancy CL 04 & Trust CL 07.

Grace CL 10
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Coverlam / Basic Collection
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Coverlam / Irati Collection

Coverlam
COVERLAM is a range of innovative products made of natural raw materials, with mechanical
properties and a visual appeal superior to those of any conventional covering materials.
Coverlam is the result of years of research and development. Thanks to the introduction of
lamination pressing technology, it is now possible to produce 1200x3600 mm, 1620x3240 mm,
1000x3000 mm, 1200x2600 mm in a thinner thickness as low as 3.5 mm maintaining excellent
mechanical and aesthetic properties.
Due to their slimline 3.5 and 5.6mm thickness, Coverlam tiles only weigh 7.8 kg/m2 and 14 kg/
m2 respectively, making them much easier to cut and handle. This ensures substantial financial
savings in design and building projects due to the faster execution times.

Recycled content varies.
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Grespania has led the way in
terms of developing environmental
conservation policies and, staying true to
this commitment, since the very beginning
has implemented environmentally-friendly
programmes such as the installation
of a water purification system, the
cogeneration project or the projected
‘Zero Waste’ wall tile factory.
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Blanco

Cemento

Gris

Tabaco

Negro

Tabaco

Gris

Marfil

Moma
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Arken Gris

Orsay Gris

Arena

Nogal

Encina

Arce

Abeto

Beige

Gris

Blanco

Negro

Fresno

Roble

Castaño

Negro

Nexo

Concrete

Irati

Basic

Nieve

Gris

Siena

Antracita
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Ariostea
There are technological moments in which a product makes the leap to being state of the art and
changes our lifestyle. The scale of proportions is now far larger than the anthropometric reference
points of the Modulor originally theorized by Le Corbusier in 1948. These reach 3 metres in height
and relate not only to just the human factor, but to the building in its entirety allowing the resolution
of the external interface as well as the dressing of the internal spaces. Ultra is the technological
synthesis of an idea coming from our most glorious past: handling and controlling material to give
shape to our objects and desires.
All the slabs presented are certified to
contain percentage of recycled material
higher than 40% in accordance with the
ISO 14021 standard, thus guaranteeing the
highest points according to the
LEED system.

40% recycled content (Ultra Marmi)
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Pietre
Resine
Iridium
I-Cementi

I-Cenebti / Silver
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Di Vals

Calce

Silicio

Bianco

Nero

Graphite
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Piombo

Ebano

Silver
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Mirage
Mirage designs and produces porcelain stoneware which meet the demands of any setting - from
airports to shopping centres, homes and public spaces. A vast product range of coverings and
floors allows Mirage to meet the technical specifications of very different types of applications;
including ventilated facades and raised floors. What allows such great versatility is Mirage's
porcelain stoneware, which responds to the highest quality and technical standards demanded
by a constantly evolving market.
Research and superb style are just the start of what Mirage large slabs have to offer. Surfaces
created using only the finest materials and sintered at over 1200 ° with all the know-how and
engineering skill of Mirage, offer the guarantee of an ultra-compact material that boasts
uncompromising technical performance and a peerless level of safety and practical qualities.
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Clear GC 01

Perfect GC
02

Ideal GC 03

Type GC 04

Toffee GC
09

Ginger GC
10

Iron GC 20

Corten GC
21

Palladium
LY 01

Nimbus LY
02

Excalibur
LY 03

Calm CL 01

Delight CL
02

Vit RR 01

Absolute
GC 06

Sugar GC
07

Chamois
GC 08

Venom LY
04

Afterglow
LY 05

Viridium
LY 06

Indio LY 07

Pumpkin
LY 08

Awake CL
03

Fancy CL 04

Verve CL 05

Shy CL 06

Trust CL 07

Karma CL
08

Gar RR 02

Svart RR 03

Melk RR 04

Farge RR 05

Hav RR 06

Öken RR 08

Grus RR 09

Gar Fine
RR 02

Svart Fine
RR 03

Melk Fine
RR 04

Farge Fine
RR 05

Lemmy

Glocal

Classic GC
05

Norr

Clay

King LY 09

Vit Fine RR
01
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Kalesinterflex
Designed to shape the architecture of the future, Kalesinterflex, with its superior features, is much
different than conventional ceramics. Due to its light and thin form, Kalesinterflex is an ideal choice
for building exteriors, and its robust structure makes it resistant to different climate conditions. Its
modern looks, large dimensions that reduce the number of grout lines, and vast range of colors
make Kalesinterflex an indispensable part of any interior.
● Manufactured with thickness alternatives of 3mm, 5mm and 6mm Kalesinterflex effortlessly
adapts to different areas of use.
● Turkey’s largest thin slab, Kalesinterflex allows for comfortable architecture with its standard
dimension alternatives of 100x300cm and 120x360cm
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Kaleguard
We use science and technology for human health.

Full protection with antibacterial surfaces!

Preventing the formation of bacteria mold, fungus and
bacteria; Kaleguard technology offers maximum hygiene
everywhere. It protects your health in many living areas
open to public use such as homes, hotels, hospitals,
shopping malls, poolside and schools.

Coated

Uncoated

Coated

Uncoated

After wiping

The health of you and your loved ones are under protection thanks
to Kaleguard Surface Protection Technolog.
We equip ceramic surfaces with superior protection with
Kaleguard technology which is developed for the first time in the
world.

Self-cleaning hygienic ceramics!

Stains and dirt caused by different environmental
effects cannot hold on to ceramic surfaces thanks to
Kaleguard technology. While providing a clean
appearance indoors and outdoors, it designs healthy
living spaces with its unique technology.

3 superior features designed for living spaces!

Coated

Coated

Initial stage

After 24 hours

Uncoated

Uncoated

Initial stage

After 24 hours

More easily cleanable eco-friendly surfaces!
Coated

Providing water and oil repellency to ceramic surfaces;
Kaleguard technology creates a healthy environment in
wet spaces such as bathrooms and kitchens. Protecting
the environment, Kaleguard technology offers a
comfortable and easy cleaning experience since less
water and cleaning materials are used compared to
standard surfaces.

Uncoated

Oil dropped on the surface

Coated

Coated

Uncoated

Surface reacts

Uncoated

Surface can be cleaned just with poured water
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Innovation

Mega Black

Beige

Beige Grey

Black

Blue

Brown

Cement

Coral

Dark Grey

Mega White

Orange

Pebble Grey

Pistachio

Grey

Ivory

Olive Green

Green

Saffron
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C-Stone
Hued
Highway

Beige

Grey

Light Brown

Dark Brown

Antracite

Plain S
Hued Off
White

Plain S
Hued Beige

Plain S
Hued Grey

Plain S
Hued Dark
Grey

Plain S
Hued Mink

Plain S
Hued
Anthracite

Plain S
Highway
Grey

Plain Kalın
S Highway
Bone

100x300
5mm Fit

120X360
5Mm Pln -Fd

Concrete

Hued Collection

White
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mosaics
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Floor Penny / Bone
Wall Penny / Black

White

Bone

Taupe

Grey

Moka

Dark Grey

Jade

Pale Blue

Deep Blue

Black

Penny Natureglass
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Made with 98% recycled glass
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Bee Box / Sable

White

Special White

Off White

Sable

Argent

Graphite

Charcoal

Black

Light Grey

Slate Grey

01 Mix

02 Mix

03 Mix

Bee Box
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Lisa / 25503

Lisa
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25113

25103

25108

25105

25101

25503

25701

25406

25303

25202

25201

25200

25403

25100

Made with 98% recycled glass

centura.ca
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Plain / Black

Plain

Black

Charcoal

Slate Grey

Light Grey

Ivory

Cream

Special White

White

Techno

Plain & Techno
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Charcoal

Slate Grey

Special White

White

Light Grey
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wall tiles
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Pink

Red

Spice

Sienna

Blush

Straw

Nautilus

Cafe

Sage

Lime

Green

Sky Blue

Ocean Blue

Turquoise

Slate Blue

Amethyst

Rainbow / Red

Black
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Gunmetal

Fog

X-6

Silk

Alabaster

Mint

White

Rainbow

*Format 4"x16"
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Blanc

Blanc

Blanc

Brillant

Ivoire 05

Gris

Gris

Gris

Galet 05

Galet 06

Zingué

Bleu 01

Noir 0

Bleu

Bleu

Brun

Brun

Atoll 05

Baltique

Chocolate

Chocolate Chocolate

03

01

03

Rose

Rouge

Taupe 6

Blush 10

Blush 05

03

Brun

Brun

Gris 03

Taupe 03

Gris

Gris

Doré 06

Galet 03

Cocoa 8

Cool

05

Bubble

Chamois

Gum 21

11

Cloudy 1

Grey 02

01

Design Positive
Design Positive / Gris 03

Curcuma

Emerald

18

16

114

Khaki 12

centura healthcare guide

Lagoon

L ave n d e r Lichen

17

23

14

Mushroom M ust ard
4

19

Plum 20

Terracotta

Warm

9

Grey 3

*Format 8"x20"

centura.ca
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Lumen
Lumen as in luminosity, Lumen as in light... the spontaneous and natural light reflected by the tiles
in this innovative collection. Besides performance, Ascot proposes contemporaneity and design
in a range with lots of formats in the Lux and Matt versions, plus different nuances that can be
mixed-and-matched together and ultra-new decorations to add an extra touch of personality. A
collection that adds style, with the future in mind.
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White

Pearl

Ivory

Zink

Red

Oil

Greige

Brown

Lime

Black

Lumen

*Format 10"x30"

Lumen / Lime
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White

Greige

Taupe

Sage

Turquoise

Apple Green

Red

Yellow

Robin's - egg
Blue

Slash
Slash / Yellow
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Paris Blanco

Blanco

Gris Claro

Cream

Gris Oscuro

Nero

Evolution
Evolution / Nero
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Colour
A wide palette which you can play with its colours. Create unique structures
with and revitalize spaces. Provides you the freedom to design your dreams.
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RAL 9016

RAL 0001500

RAL 1105050

RAL 1008080

RAL 0808060

* Available in multiple formats
RAL 0757070

RAL 2003

RAL 0304050

Vitra Pro
Basic

Vitra Pro / RAL 0304050
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RAL 2008020

RAL 2006020

RAL 2004030

RAL 2307015

RAL 2306020

* Available in multiple formats
RAL 2404020

RAL 2606030

RAL 2603035 RAL 5002

Vitra Pro
Aqua

Vitra Pro / RAL 5002
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RAL 1009005

RAL 0809005

RAL 0809010

RAL 0007500

RAL 0806005

RAL 0505010 RAL 7047

RAL 0808010

RAL 0958010

RAL 0008000

Vitra Pro
Neutral

Vitra Pro / RAL 0808010
* Available in multiple formats
RAL 0005500
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RAL 0004000
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RAL 3004

RAL 0504040

RAL 0706040

RAL 2904015

RAL 0404005

* Available in multiple formats
RAL 0606020

RAL 0206005

RAL 1007010

RAL 2205005

Vitra Pro
Mood

Vitra Pro / RAL 2904015
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Sphera Evolution Collection

resilient floors
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Sphera
Forbo has been making floors since 1847 and is now entering a new product category. For the first
time we now make our own homogeneous vinyl sheet. It’s part of our overall strategy of providing our
customers all the products and solutions they need from our own factories. Forbo is already a leading
player providing safety, acoustic and general purpose commercial vinyl, carpet tiles, LVT, cushioned
vinyl, Flotex, entrance systems and of course linoleum.
Sphera is Forbo’s new premium, homogeneous vinyl collection. Styled by our European design team
and using the latest production technology in an advanced purpose-built manufacturing plant, Sphera
comprises three distinct ranges, Element, Energetic and Evolution. Each range oﬀers diﬀerentiated
aesthetics to ensure that Sphera adds interest and style to floor designs across a broad range of
applications.
The Forbo Sphera collection is setting new standards in homogeneous vinyl due to its design,
technology and performance. All the latest insights and technology have been used to create ‘smart’
and innovative solutions resulting in a premium collection.

Why choose Sphera homogeneous vinyl flooring?
● Uniquely embossed surface for optimal performance
● Low emitting and 100% phthalate free

● Produced in a zero waste environment
● Resistance to stains and scratches
● Contribute to LEED v4 Credit

Produced using 100% Green Electricity from Renewable Resources.
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Sphera Element / Moleskin

Sphera
Element

138
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White N.Grey 50002

Grey Sky 50007

Mist 50012

Ivory 50017

Shell 50022

Fog 50027

Light N. Grey 50003

Silver Grey 50008

Smog 50013

Mortar 50018

Greige 50028

Sand 50023

Mid N.Grey 50004

Lead 50009

Smoke 50014

Clay 50019

Stone 50024

Taupe 50029

Dark N. Grey 50005

Iron 50010

Basalt 50015

Silt 50020

Earth 50025

Moleskin 50030

Anthracite 50006

Steel 50011

Black 50001

Ash 50016

Truffle 50021

Mud 50026

Coal 50031

Soft Lilac 50032

Water 50036

Cloud 50043

White 50000

Pale Green 50047

Butter 50051

Dimgray 50033

China Blue 50037

Azure 50040

Turquoise 50044

Pistachio 50048

Custard 50052

Amethyst 50034

Blueberry 50038

Pacific 50041

Jade 50045

Yellow Green 50049

Sun 50053

Purple Heart 50035

Navy 50039

Cerulean 50042

Teal 50046

Olive 50050

Amber 50054

Tangerine 50057

Carmine 50058

Saddle Brown 50061

Terra 50060

Cedar 50056

Sahara 50059

Powder 50055
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Sphera
Energetic

140 centura healthcare guide
Sphera Energetic / Mandarin

Vivid Ebony 51215

Ebony 50215

Spring 50213

Lime 50214

Spearmint 50218

Mystic Blue 50217

Vivid Elephant 51212

Elephant 50212

Mandarin 50210

Denim 50207

Yves Klein Blue 50240

Frost 50223

Vivid Pigeon 51216

Elephant 50212

Rosebud 50231

Safflower 50227

Lilac 50234

Dolphin 50219

Vivid Concrete 51202

Concrete 50202

Almond 50208

Masala 50225

Nutmeg 50209

Bark 50206

Vivid Morning Dew 51229 Morning Dew 50229

Polar 50230

Eggplant 50232

Fossil 50224

Mushroom 50237

Vivid Thyme 51236

Thyme 50236

Ice 50239

Deep Emerald 50235

Vivid Stone 51211

Stone 50211

Vivid Snow 51200

Snow 50200

Deep Sea 50204

Pitch Black 50203

Yellow 50201

Burgundy 50228

Vivid Lace 51222

Lace 50222

Mineral 50220

Sea Green 50238

Vivid Mirror 51226

Mirror 50226

Inox 50205

Vivid Linen 51221

Linen 50221

Swedish Grey 50233

centura.ca
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Sphera Evolution / Silver White

Sphera
Evolution

142
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Silver White 50432

Aqua 50430

Sage 50434

Lemon 50436

Marigold 50438

Satin 50440

Peacock 50433

Lapis 50431

Viridian 50435

Volcano 50437

Copper 50439

Bronze 50441

Shaded Silver White

Shaded Aqua 50470

Shaded Viridian 50472

Shaded Lemon 50473

Shaded Copper 50474

Taupe 50029

Silver White Pearl 50401

Aqua Pearl 50400

Sage Pearl 50402

Bronze Pearl 50404

Copper Pearl 50404

Lemon Pearl 50403

centura.ca
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Sarlon
Surestep
Surestep safety vinyl combines outstanding slip resistant properties with differentiated design.
Through the use of unique slip resistant particles - Step Crystals, each colourway offers a clean,
fresh look and lifetime slip resistant performance. The PUR Pearl surface provides superior, longlasting appearance and performance. Surestep offers various exciting designs, like Steel, Wood
and a unique digital printed floor design.
Our Step safety flooring offers lifetime slip resistant performance and provides safety solutions for
a wide range of applications, including wetroom areas.
Step performs best in Safety, Design & Confidence: ultimate sustainable slip resistance, the
widest choice in designs and durable protection.
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Sarlon
Surestep
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Sarlon Surestep / Coal

Snow 171082

Trout 171422

Granite 172092

Lava 171592

Charcoal 171992

Smoke 171032

Silver Grey 172862

Concrete 171922

Elephant 171952

Mercury 171852

Coal 172632

Pewter 171072

Slate Grey 172752

Greige 172182

Mortar 172321

Umber 171262

Cement 171772

Violet 171332

Purple 172422

Eggplant 172562

Seagreen 172782

China Blue 172212

Cloudy 171642

Night 171782

Seaweed 172802

Corn 172522

Ochre 172872

Yellow Green 172982

Apple 172722

Ocean 172612

Tangerine 172932

Terra 172682

Pepper 171562

centura.ca
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Modul'up
Committed to the future. Modul’up is the best loose lay floor covering available for high traffic
applications. It can be installed quickly without adhesives, and is even more time and cost efficient
at time of replacement. Modul'up is available in an acoustic (19 dB) and compact version. Both
formats offer the best possible quality and durability. Modul'up 19 dB offers over 90 colours in 4
design directions: Wood, Material, Graphic and Colour.
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Modul'up
Colour

Lilac Stardust

Vanilla Stardust

Soft Peach Stardust

Lime Stardust

Soft Blue Stardust

Deep Blue Stardust

Golden Stardust

Silver Stardust

Copper Stardust

Lime Uni

Dark Green Uni

Yellow Uni

Mandarine Uni

Orange Uni

Red Uni

Blue Uni

Dark Blue Uni

Beige Grey Uni

Charcoal Uni

Light Grey Uni

Stone Grey Uni

Grey Beige Cristal

Peral Cristal

Light Grey Cristal

Medium Grey Cristal

Blond Chill Oak

Pure Chill Oak

Smoked Chill Oak

Scandinavian Oak

Natural Oak

Polar Oak

Grey Silver Oak

Clay Oak

Brown Rustic Oak

Burned Charcoal
Rustic Oak

Grey Linea

Charcoal Linea

Soft Pistache Stardust

Modul'up / Charcoal Uni

Wood
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Ab Pure
Resilient, safe and stylish. American Biltrite's rubber flooring distinguishes itself through its
countless functional and aesthetic attributes. Perfect for various commercial applications from
education, retail to healthcare, our rubber flooring is durable, slip-resistant and easy to maintain.
Our two product lines, Marathon (SBR) and AB Pure (a revolutionary colorfast rubber), offer a
wide range of profiles, sizes, and colours.
New rubber flooring formulation that avoids color fading. ABPURE® is a revolutionary patented
formulation with far superior colorfastness, meaning colors will not fade under light compared
with traditional rubber formulas.
ABPure is the only rubber flooring product that passes the ASTM F 1515 (American Society for
Testing and Materials). ABPure now sets a new standard for colour by being the first rubber
flooring line to carry a 10-year colorfastness warranty.
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Snowstorm

Sand Castle

Gainesboro Valley

Appalachian Trail

Pebble Beach

Glacier

Starry Night

Ash Grey

Tan

Battleship Grey

Steel

Camouflage Green

Linen

Wheat

Limoncello

Banana Candy

Buff

Orangerine

Capuchin

Terracotta

Land of Fire

Fire Engine Red

Shiraz

Chestnut

Espresso

Doll House

Rich Lavender

Pistachio

Olive Green

Tundra

Baby Blue

Aquamarine

Forget-me-not

Electric Blue

Blue Lagoon

AB Pure

Colour: Forget-me-not
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Medium Grey SEL-1B

Blue SEL-1C

Light Grey SEL-2B

Red SEL-2C

Dark Grey SEL-3A

Turquoise SEL-3C

Beige SEL-4A

Brown SEL-4B

Brown SEL-5A

Beige SEL-5B

Green SEL-5C

Light Grey SEL-1A

Sonata
Elements
NEW Sonata Elements is an 18" x 36" Luxury Vinyl Tile with a 20-mil wear layer that provides
the design flexibility and coordination of gradient style carpet tiles in a luxury vinyl tile. Sonata

Medium Grey SEL-2A

Light Grey SEL-3B

Burgundy SEL-4C

Elements provides the hygienic benefits of luxury vinyl tiles complemented with a dimensional
striated textile visual inspired by modular carpet tiles.
The collection includes:

● Base Tile A: Five cool and warm neutral base colors with an allover design without gradients.

● Coordinating Accent Tile B: The base tiles are transformed to include a tone-on-tone gradient
neutral pattern.

● Coordinating Accent Tile C: Chromatic gradient patterns are then added to the foundational 5
base tiles for even more design possibilities.
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Sonata Elements / Turquoise SEL-3C
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Natural Beech

Mirra Wood

Exotic

Light Grey

Taupe-Brown

Dark Brown

Natural

Black

Campfire

Warm Grey

Taupe

Brown

Downtown Oak

Mahogany

Asiana Teak

Natural

Grey

Quebec Maple

Strength and resiliency from the ground up. The Mirra® line is the ideal 3 mm luxury vinyl tile for
heavy traffic environments and is perfect for all commercial applications. It contains 50% greater
wear layer (30 mil) than most LVTs.
FEATURES & BENEFITS

● Commercial grade makes it suitable for high traffic areas.
● 50% greater wear layer.

Hearty Oak

● Easy to install.

● Wood collection available in 13 realistic patterns and a host of colors and sizes including
4" x 36", 7.25" x 48", and 9" x 48".
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French Oak

Medium

White Washed Beige

Walnut

Apple Wood

Cherry Brown

Bamboo

Taupe

Micro-Strand Light

Smoked Ash

Classic Grey Wood

Grey Stone

Micro-Strand Dark

Charcol Grey

Grey

Dark Brown

Rustic Plank

Russet Teak

Beige Zebra

Classic Wood

Canadian Cherry

164 centura healthcare guide
Apple Wood / Taupe

Maple Red

Local Teak
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Mirra Stone
Strength and resiliency from the ground up. The Mirra® line is the ideal 3 mm luxury vinyl tile for

Cork Natural

Egyptian Limestone
Beige

Egyptian Limestone
Grey

Fabric Fusion
Light Taupe

Fabric Fusion
Grey

Luxe Travertine
Beige

Luxe Travertine
Taupe

Luxe Travertine
Grey

Metallic Rusty

Metallic Charcoal

Slate
Italian Slate

Slate
Beige Stone

Slate
Grey Stone

Slate
Dark Slate

Slate
Oriental Slate

Slate
Red Slate

Slate
Beige

Weathered Stone
Beige

Weathered Stone
Grery

Weathered Stone
Soft Black

heavy traffic environments and is perfect for all commercial applications. It contains 50% greater
wear layer (30 mil) than most LVTs.
FEATURES & BENEFITS

● Commercial grade makes it suitable for high traffic areas.
● 50% greater wear layer.
● Easy to install.

● Stone collection available in 8 classic and contemporary patterns and a host of colors and
sizes, including 18" x 18", 12" x 24", and 18" x 36".
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Northern
Timbers
Roppe's Northern Timbers harmonize nature's best flooring options with today's technology to
create beautiful floors that are environmentally friendly and fully recyclable. Northern Timbers
offer timeless grains and hues that complement many design styles and textures.
● Premium construction that can be recycled after use and offers a 20-year commercial warranty.
Glue down planks are formulated with non-phthalate plasticizers using 100% virgin materials,
with over 50% of the raw materials sourced within a 100-mile radius.

● Made in the U.S.A. and meets GREENGUARD GOLD and CHPS criteria.

● 28 mil (.711mm) wear layer that exceeds ASTM F-1700 spec for commercial use. C-Shield UV
cured ceramic bead finish adds durability while resisting scuffing and traffic patterns on the
surface while promoting ease of maintenance.

● Nominal 1/8″ construction glue down planks help conceal subfloor imperfections and allow for
flush installation with other 1/8″ products.

● Available in 23 colors/grains of 4″ x 36″ and 6″ x 48″ glue down planks with a straight edge.
● All colors/grains available at a Single Price Point.
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Northern Timbers / Pewter Cherry
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273 Limed
Pale Oak

271 Limed
Silver Oak

276 Vellum
Sawcut Oak

024 Golden
Oak

026 Gingered
Beech

027 Tigereye
Zebra

029 Toasted
Teak

272 Limed
Beige Oak

021 Sandy
Pine

035 Bronzed
Oak

040 Limed
Grey Oak

032 Copper
Hickory

037 Ash
Walnut

041 Cocoa
Pine

280 Zebra
Mist

281 White
Washed Oak

275 Pewter
Cherry

045 Steel
Ash

274 Limed
Umber Oak

278 Mineral
Cherry

277 Roasted
Sawcut Oak

279 Granite
Sawcut Oak

042 Voodoo
Beech

centura.ca
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Northern
Parallels
Northern Parallels is a new series of LVT visual options that are inspired by nature and correlate to
our Northern Timbers designs and colours. A variety of 24 new planks and tiles vary in size from
our standard offering to provide unique design opportunities, featuring a palette that compliments
our 70 colours of wall base, rubber tile and tread.
Premium construction that can be recycled after use and offers a 20-year commercial warranty.
Glue down planks are formulated with non-phthalate plasticizers using 100% virgin materials,
with over 50% of the raw materials sourced within a 100-mile radius.
● Made in the U.S.A. and meets GREENGUARD GOLD and CHPS criteria.

● 28 mil (.711mm) wear layer that exceeds ASTM F-1700 spec for commercial use. C-Shield UV
cured ceramic bead finish adds durability while resisting scuffing and traffic patterns on the
surface while promoting ease of maintenance.

● Nominal 1/8” construction allows for flush installation with other 1/8” products.

● Available in 24 colors/patterns of 12” x 24”, 18” x 18” tiles and a 9-1/4” x 59-1/4” plank.
● All colors/grains available at a Single Price Point.
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288 Pyrenees

286 Alps

287 Dolomites
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Northern Parallels / Pyrenees
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Loom
Produced by infusing a durable woven vinyl top layer with an LVT bottom layer, LOOM+ provides
the dependability of LVT and unlimited design capabilities that wovens and textiles offer. LOOM+
also comes prefinished with one of the most durable Polyurethane factory finishes on the market.
Our ceramic enhanced PU finish allows for immediate use after installation and for the long term
reduction of required floor finishes.
All LOOM tiles are designed to be installed in a quarter-turn fashion, utilizing other design layouts
may cause undesirable results. This specifically applies to Accents and Pinstripe collections.
Commercial: Office space, meeting rooms, corridors, and multi-use areas
Retail: Front of house, show rooms, and dining & entertainment establishments
Hospitality: Hotel, conference rooms, and reception halls
Assisted Living: General common areas and dining
● Commercial grade LVT backing and UV cured polyurethane ceramic finish provides durability
and ease of maintenance immediately after installation.
● Design and function from modular 19.67″ x 19.67″ (500 mm x 500 mm) tiles.
● Multiple pattern groups allow for easy design and installation of borders, insets, and patterns.
● Excellent dimensional stability due to the glass fiber inner layer.
● Warranty
● 20 Year Commercial Warranty
● Lifetime Residential/Multi-Family
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FT - 2201

FT - 2202

FT - 2203

FT - 2204

FT - 2206

FT - 2207

FT - 2208

FT - 2209

FT - 2211

FT - 2212

FT - 2210
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Ultra Ceramic
UltraCeramic Contract flooring --- a smarter alternative to ceramic, natural stone, or porcelain.
This next generation of engineered stone created for commercial environments provides the
look and elegance of grouted ceramic tile, natural stone, or porcelain without the inconvenience.
UltraCeramic Contract installs faster than natural stone tiles and is easier to clean and disinfect.
The collection features 12 different styles including Carrara marble, stone travertine, marbleized
ceramics, and concrete looks and is available in 18" x 18" or 12" x 24" tiles.
Faster Occupancy – UltraCeramic Contract is lighter, easier to cut, can be installed and grouted
within a day, on average 3 times faster than ceramic tiles or marble.
Durable – Commercial traffic application with a 20-mil wear layer, resistant to commercial traffic,
stain-resistant, and quieter than natural stones.
Low Maintenance – UltraCeramic Contract is not inclined to lose its gloss when cleaned and
disinfected compared to marble and other natural stones.
Stylish – Its patent-pending rounded edge design and construction provide the authentic look
and feel of ceramic and stone without compromise to quality and style.
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Castelli Marble

Grey

Light Grey

Beige

Silk

Silver

Sand

Titanium

Warm White

Grey

Stone Grey

Natrual Pewter

White

Cream

Beige

Tan

Grey

Beige

Eclectic Stone

Finestone

Fine Travertine

Beige

Natural Sandstone / Beige

Marble Jewel

Black
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Natural Sandstone

White

Cream

Beige

Light Grey

Brown

Silver

Beige

Grey

Graphite

Beige

Taupe

Russet

Natural Travertine

Cloud White

Brown

Precious Stone

Silver

184 centura healthcare guide
Villa Stonewood / Grey
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Villa Stonewood

Natural Grey

Grey

Natural Ivory

Taupe

Light Grey

Natural Grey

Soft Taupe

Stone Grey

Natural Ivory

Light Grey

Tan

Terra Beige

Light Brown

Russet

Dark Grey

Warm Grey

Urband Slate

Soft Brown

Precious Stone / Silver

Tuscan Slate

Spa Marble
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Light Grey

Warn Grey

Soft Beige
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AB Pure
Stair Treads

Snowstorm

Sand Castle

Gainesboro Valley

Appalachian Trail

Pebble Beach

Glacier

Starry Night

Anthracite

Ash Grey

Tan

Battleship Grey

Steel

Camouflage Green

Linen

Wheat

Limoncello

Banana Candy

Buff

Orangerine

Capuchin

Terracotta

Land of Fire

Fire Engine Red

Shiraz

Chestnut

Espresso

Doll House

Rich Lavender

Pistachio

Olive Green

Tundra

Baby Blue

Aquamarine

Forget-me-not

Electric Blue

Today, stair treads are more than just a material used to avoid slippage, they have become an
integral part of the overall design statement. Recognizing this need, American Biltrite introduces
a complete stair tread system that delivers on the promise of color and design, safety, and
durability, as well as ease of maintenance.

* Available in round
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Roppe Stair Treads
Our line of PVC-free rubber stair treads is the perfect complement to flooring projects, whether
in shopping malls, retail settings, government centers, hospitals or airports. Most styles offer
ADA nose-compliant features. Better yet, they coordinate with our other tile designs and colours,
including our new ReNew Palette featuring cork-infused rubber.
● Free of Red List chemicals, PVC, phthalates and halogens. The ReNew palette is also corkinfused and contains 13% bio-based content from rapidly renewable resources.
● Made in the U.S.A. and meets GREENGUARD GOLD, FloorScore®, NSF332 Platinum and
CHPS criteria.
● Available in 9 Profiles: Textured, Raised Circular Vantage, Raised Square, Low Profile Raised
Circular, Abrasive Strip, Rib, Smooth, Diamond and Hammered design profiles. Note: Custom
lengths can be ordered in 6” increments up to 9 ft. (2.73m) in Textured, Hammered, Vantage,
Square and Diamond designs.
● Safety abrasive strips are standard on some product lines. Ribbed rubber inserts and custom
strips also can be added for extra traction or to aid the visually impaired. Available with selfilluminating photo-luminescent abrasive glow strips for added safety in darkened conditions.
● Treads fully conform with ASTM F2169, Type TS and can include an added performance
compound for Oil/Grease Resistance.
● All colors available at a Single Price Point within your selected palette. ReNew palette is
available in Smooth, Hammered and Textured profiles only.
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Stair Tread

70 Solid Colours

32 Renew Colours

70 Marbleized Colours

8 Fiesta Colours

100 Black

177 Steel Blue

150 Dark Gray

193 Black Brown

123 Charcoal

114 Lunar Dust

129 Dolphin

178 Pewter

194 Burnt Umber

148 Steel Gray

175 Slate

174 Smoke

197 Iceberg

110 Brown

147 Light Brown

182 Toffee

623 Nutmeg

624 Chameleon

140 Fawn

191 Camel

125 Fig

171 Sandstone

130 Buckskin

198 Ivory

632 Flax

184 Almond

170 White

131 Bisque

127 Havest Yellow

631 Sahara

639 Beigewood

640 Creekbed

122 Natural

195 Light Gray

663 Aged Fern

648 Pear Green

647 Spring Dill

646 Gecko

160 Forest Green

649 Sweet Basil

169 Hunter Green

662 Envy

118 Peacock

187 Blue

139 Deep Navy

627 Mariner

618 Aubergine

665 Horizon

664 Blue Jay

656 Bluebell

654 Lagoon

638 Cadet

637 Night Mist

655 Peaceful Blue

657 Sorbet

658 Berry Ice

621 Merlin

659 Grape

186 Red

137 Cinnabar

188 Brick

617 Terracotta

660 Citrus

661 Marmalade

643 Mimosa

644 Sunbeam

642 Jonquil

645 Blonde

641 Moonrise

161 Snow

32 Symmetry Colours

8 Marble Fiesta Colours

8 SafeTcork Fiesta Colours

* 70 Solid Colours
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Kevlar Stair Treads
Roppe engineered Rubber Stair Treads with Kevlar because your stairs are being put to the test
every single day. From normal wear and tear to downright abuse, Roppe Rubber Stair Treads with
Kevlar will resist damage that detracts from the appearance and saftey of your stairs - not just for
a few years. For decades.
● Free of Red List chemicals, PVC, phthalates and halogens.

● Made in the U.S.A. and meets GREENGUARD GOLD, FloorScore®, NSF332 Platinum and
CHPS criteria.

● Rubber Treads with Kevlar fully conform with ASTM F2169, Type TS and provide unrivaled
durability and reliability backed by our industry-leading 25-year warranty.

● Available in 8 Profiles: Textured, Raised Circular Vantage, Raised Square, Low Profile Raised
Circular, Abrasive Strip, Smooth, Diamond and Hammered design profiles. Note: Custom lengths
can be ordered in 6” increments up to 9 ft. (2.73m) in Textured, Hammered, Vantage, Square and
Diamond designs.

● Safety abrasive strips or rubber inserts and custom strips also can be added for extra traction
or to aid the visually impaired. Available with self-illuminating photo-luminescent abrasive glow
strips for added safety in darkened conditions.

● Solid, Symmetry and ReNew* color palettes available at a Single Price Point within selected
palette.

● ReNew palette available only in three profiles: Smooth, Hammered and Textured.
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Kevlar Stair Tread

raised circular vantage design #96

#95 hammered design with riser and

#40/#41 heavy duty abrasive strip

with riser and #98 without riser*

#99 without riser*

design

#94 raised square design*

#97 15" extended depth vantage
design*

#92 low profile raised circular design*

#30 and #31 diamond design*

100 Black

177 Steel Blue

150 Dark Gray

193 Black Brown

123 Charcoal

114 Lunar Dust

129 Dolphin

178 Pewter

194 Burnt Umber

148 Steel Gray

175 Slate

174 Smoke

197 Iceberg

110 Brown

147 Light Brown

182 Toffee

623 Nutmeg

624 Chameleon

140 Fawn

191 Camel

125 Fig

171 Sandstone

130 Buckskin

198 Ivory

632 Flax

184 Almond

170 White

131 Bisque

127 Havest Yellow

631 Sahara

639 Beigewood

640 Creekbed

122 Natural

195 Light Gray

663 Aged Fern

648 Pear Green

647 Spring Dill

646 Gecko

160 Forest Green

649 Sweet Basil

169 Hunter Green

662 Envy

118 Peacock

187 Blue

139 Deep Navy

627 Mariner

618 Aubergine

665 Horizon

664 Blue Jay

656 Bluebell

654 Lagoon

638 Cadet

637 Night Mist

655 Peaceful Blue

657 Sorbet

658 Berry Ice

621 Merlin

659 Grape

186 Red

137 Cinnabar

188 Brick

617 Terracotta

660 Citrus

661 Marmalade

643 Mimosa

644 Sunbeam

642 Jonquil

645 Blonde

641 Moonrise

161 Snow

#93 textured design*

#60/#61 heavy duty smooth design*

* Abrasive strips, Ribbed or Smooth Rubber
inserts can be added to rubber treads #30/31,
#60/61, #92, #93, #94, #95, #96, #97, #98
and #99
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Texas
Granite
A Texas Granite floor never needs wax or finish.
The tiles come in a naturally brilliant shine imbued
in the material. Thanks to the "Gloss" options
feature, Texas Granite can be buffed to achieve
different shine levels.
It comes with decades of proven successful performance in some of the heaviest traffic
environments such as healthcare, education and retail. Building upon the already established
success of the product, American Biltrite has recently recoloured the line which now features
trend-forward colours in contemporary tone-on-tone pattern designs. Previewed at NeoCon in
June 2016 in Chicago, the new line of Texas Granite received exceptionally positive reviews.
The tone-on-tone styling, contemporary 28-colour palette and the flexibility to mix sizes of 12”,
24” and 36” square tiles within a floor layout further enhances Texas Granite’s ability to create
dynamic design options for today’s demanding commercial interiors.
A Texas Granite floor never needs wax or finish. The tiles come in a naturally brilliant shine imbued
in the material. Thanks to the “Gloss Options” feature, Texas Granite can be buffed to achieve
different shine levels during regular maintenance. From a brilliant shine to a matte look, Texas
Granite provides a variety of gloss options.
Although slightly more expensive than some other commercial flooring products, there
are significant cost, comfort and convenience features that make this product the ideal lowmaintenance choice. Eliminating chemical stripping and recoating procedures saves time
and money not to mention the doing away with undesirable VOC emissions. Texas Granite
is comfortable underfoot, easily repairable, and lasts for decades due to its homogenous nature.
Furthermore, the tiles are self-extinguishing and Micro-GroundTM, making the floor virtually
seamless and more hygienic than regular tiles whose seams attract dirt.
Texas Granite has proven its resolute endurance throughout the years and now with the
introduction of the new styling and colours Texas Granite is positioned to keep meeting the needs
of projects in any type of commercial environment.
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Texas Granite / Sky Blue

White/Blue

White/Grey

White/Taupe

Mission White

Rose Talbert/Taupe

Almond Shell

Taupe

Honest Beige

Luxe Grey

Warm Grey

Primary Yellow

Amber

Spice Red

Primary Red

Mystic Purple

Herb

Kershaw Green

Forest Green

Bowling Green

Mineral Grey

Sky Blue

Andros Blue

Primary Blue

Pam's Place

Carolina Sailing

Nouveau Gold

Grey

Soft Brown
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Electrotile
Electrotile Conductive (CVT) and Static Dissipative (SDT) tiles play an essential role in safeguarding
critical electronic equipement. Electrotile is backed by proven performance over decades of
use in heavy commercial environments. The line is perfect for all healthcare, institutional and
commercial environments where sensitive electronic equipement is in use.
With more and more sensitive medical and electronic machinery in need of protection from static
charge, the call for Electrotile flooring products has never been greater. Engineered specifically
to meet the strict electrical resistance performance requirements that healthcare and high tech
applications demand, Electrotile is the ESD flooring solution companies turn to time and time
again. For decades now, American Biltrite has provided industry with millions of square feet of
flooring to address ESD concerns worldwide.
American Biltrite was the first to bring electrostatic flooring and carbon filament matrix
technology to the market in 1965. As pioneers in the field of electrostatic flooring, American
Biltrite’s goal isn’t simply to sell flooring that meets your ESD requirements. Our goal is to become
an integrated part of your ESD protocol team and assist in the development of your ESD program.
From specifying the flooring itself to the subfloor to the adhesive to ongoing ESD evaluations,
we’re there. Once the floor is evaluated a warranty is issued based on all these factors. No one
else does it, WE DO.
Protecting your business from ESD damage is critical. From electronics and clean rooms,
to healthcare, pharmaceutical and telecommunications environments, Electrotile gives wafer
or fiber optics manufacturers, hospitals, radiological facilities, or even munitions facilities, the
reliability and durability they demand without forsaking aesthetics. All the while meeting strict
electrical resistance performance requirements. Engineered to be durable and easy to maintain,
Electrotile provides a specific electrical resistance range to protect your business.
With its dynamic pattern and range of colors, Electrotile is as beautiful as it is functional. Available
in three sizes, Electrotile’s flexibility makes it an indispensable design tool regardless of the
application.
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Electrotile / Black, Grey
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White / Blue

White / Green

Blue

Mission White

Taupe

Almond Shell

White / Green

White / Taupe

Grey

White

White / Black

Black
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Envire
Envire® Rubber Sheet and Tile was developed for use in high traffic areas that require natural
resilience, exceptional wear resistance and dimensional stability. Ideal for use in operating
rooms, labs, pharmacies, classrooms, corridors, multi-purpose areas, municipal and government
buildings, clean rooms, showrooms, shopping malls, theaters, convention centers, air/bus/train
terminals, elevators, lobbies and stair landings.
● Free of Red List chemicals, PVC, phthalates, and halogens. High performance compound
developed for durability while still providing comfort under foot.
● Made in the U.S.A. and meets FloorScore®, NSF332 Platinum and CHPS criteria.
● Available in our Symmetry palette, a unique flecked design of tonal rubber chips, helps hide
dirt and debris between cleanings.
● Available in smooth 74″ x 50′ x .100″ gauge rolls that allow for 2″ selvage edge on both sides
and a more seamless installation. Tiles are available in smooth 24″ x 24″ x .100″.
● Versatile palette allows for product coordination with our other tile, tread, wall base and
accessory products.
● All colour options available at a Single Price Point. (Custom colours are available; minimum
quantities may apply.)
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Envire / Red

Snow

Natural

Almond

Camel

Beigewood

Burnt Umber

Charcoal

Jonquil

Sunbeam

Citrus

Terracotta

Nutmeg

Red

Cinnabar

Merlin

Grape

Aubergine

Mariner

Bluebell

Blue Jay

Deep Navy

Lagoon

Peacock

Pear Green

Aged Fern

Gecko

Sweet Basil

Envy

Smoke

Black
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Stainless "Chiklet" Cap*
* FlashCove Can also be used
with Roppe Cove Cap Accessory
profiles

Flashcove
Prefabricated
Wall Base

Envire

Rubber
Sheet

When hygiene matters, FlashCoveTM is the only base guaranteed to perform. FlashCoveTM
Prefabricated Bases arrive on site with a bonded aluminum reinforcing backer that strengthens the
weakest part of the base. Where site-formed bases are prone to punctures during maintenance
and use, thus compromising hygiene, FlashCoveTM Bases are guaranteed to stay puncture-proof
for life.
Perfect for new installs, retrofits and repairs.
Fastest, tightest installation for unmatchable fit and finish.
The tighter radius of a FlashCoveTM Prefabricated Base allows for no gaps at standard door
frames and corners. Just cut and install – alleviate wasted time trying to fill the unhygienic gaps
that may occur with site-formed bases.

Bonder

Puncture Proof
Aluminum

Reinforcement

Easiest maintenance for greatest hygiene.
The tighter radius also allows cleaning equipment to get closer to the wall and clean more
thoroughly without risk of damaging or puncturing the base.
The only puncture-proof base with a lifetime warranty.
FlashCoveTM Prefabricated Bases are guaranteed to be immune to the failures that plague siteformed bases – movement of equipment, maintenance machines and point loads, such as chairs.
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ReNew
Roppe’s ReNew Rubber Tile provides an unexpected visual originating from the combination
of cork with our popular tonal-chip rubber flooring to create a new, striking design option.
● Cork-infused rubber flooring Free of Red List chemicals, PVC, phthalates and halogens.
● Contains 13% bio-based content from rapidly renewable resources.

● Made in the U.S.A. and meets FloorScore ®, NSF332 Platinum and CHPS criteria.
● Available in Smooth, Hammered and Textured rubber tile and tread profiles.
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R100 Black

R123 Charcoal

R194 Burnt Umber

R174 Smoke

R623 Nutmeg

R191 Camel

R184 Almond

R639 Beigewood

R122 Natural

R663 Aged Fern

R648 Pear Green

R646 Gecko

R649 Sweet Basil

R662 Envy

R118 Peacock

R139 Deep Navy

R627 Mariner

R618 Aubergine

R664 Blue Jay

R656 Bluebell

R654 Lagoon

R638 Cadet

R655 Peaceful Blue

R621 Merlin

R659 Grape

R186 Red

R137 Cinnabar

R617 Terracotta

R660 Citrus

R644 Sunbeam

R642 Jonquil

R161 Snow
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Pinnacle
Rubber Wall
Base
No matter what the project, 100% PVC free Roppe Pinnacle rubber base is ideal for the job.
Pinnacle is the professional’s choice, because this SBR rubber base is highly durable and
extremely flexible, allowing for easy installation around columns, corners and architectural curves.
● Free of Red List chemicals, PVC, phthalates, and halogens.

● Made in the U.S.A. and meets FloorScore®, NSF332 Platinum and CHPS criteria.

● The widest range of sizes available: 2-1/2″, 3″, 3-1/2″, 4″, 4-1/2″, 5″, 5-1/2″ and 6″. Profile
options in standard 4″ include cove, no toe, butt toe, long toe (1″) and sanitary base (2″).

● Maintains a smooth and attractive appearance. Will not shrink, gap or separate from the wall.

● Roppe Rubber Corner Blocks and Micro Corners are recommended. Inside and outside profiles
available.

● All colors inherent throughout and available at a Single Price Point
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Pinnacle Rubber Wall Base

No Toe

Standard Toe

Long Toe

IC Standard Toe,
Inside

UL OC Underlap,
Outside
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100 Black

177 Steel Blue

150 Dark Gray

193 Black Brown

123 Charcoal

114 Lunar Dust

129 Dolphin

178 Pewter

194 Burnt Umber

148 Steel Gray

175 Slate

174 Smoke

197 Iceberg

110 Brown

147 Light Brown

182 Toffee

623 Nutmeg

624 Chameleon

140 Fawn

191 Camel

125 Fig

171 Sandstone

130 Buckskin

198 Ivory

632 Flax

184 Almond

170 White

131 Bisque

127 Havest Yellow

631 Sahara

639 Beigewood

640 Creekbed

122 Natural

195 Light Gray

663 Aged Fern

648 Pear Green

647 Spring Dill

646 Gecko

160 Forest Green

649 Sweet Basil

169 Hunter Green

662 Envy

118 Peacock

187 Blue

139 Deep Navy

627 Mariner

618 Aubergine

665 Horizon

664 Blue Jay

656 Bluebell

654 Lagoon

638 Cadet

637 Night Mist

655 Peaceful Blue

657 Sorbet

658 Berry Ice

621 Merlin

659 Grape

186 Red

137 Cinnabar

188 Brick

617 Terracotta

660 Citrus

661 Marmalade

643 Mimosa

644 Sunbeam

642 Jonquil

645 Blonde

641 Moonrise

161 Snow

Butt Toe

Sanitary Toe

OC Standard Toe,
Outside

LT OC Long Toe,
Outisde

NT OC No Toe,
Outside

ST OC Sanitary Toe,
Outside
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Contours Base
Now with three new profiles, including winners from our My Contours DESIGN Competition,
Contours Profiled Wall Base System® offers the look of wood base with the enhanced properties
of resilient base. Contours resists chipping, absorbing moisture and splintering while eliminating
the costly tasks of nailing, filling and finishing traditional wood trim.
● Durable TPR rubber compound contains bio-based phthalate free plasticizer, from a rapidly
renewable resource.

● Made in the U.S.A. and meets FloorScore®, NSF332 Platinum and CHPS criteria.

● Produced in 40′ cartons. Available in 17 profiles with heights ranging from 3″ to 7-3/4″, a quarter
round and corner options.

● Satin finish provides the look of custom-crafted woodwork, eliminating the nailing, sanding and
priming associated with wood.

● Natural flexibility conceals irregularities in floors, walls and corners (e.g., seam of floor and wall,
bowing walls, etc.), and allows for installing around architectural curves.

● All colors available at a Single Price Point. Other Roppe colors and custom colors available,
minimums apply.
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Contours Base
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100 Black

150 Dark Grey

193 Black Brown

123 Charcoal

114 Lunar Dust

129 Dolphin

178 Pewter

194 Burnt Umber

175 Slate

174 Smoke

110 Brown

147 Light Brown

182 Toffee

623 Nutmeg

624 Chameleon

140 Fawn

191 Camel

125 Fig

130 Buckskin

198 Ivory

632 Flax

184 Almond

170 White

131 Bisque

631 Sahara

639 Beigewood

122 Natural

195 Light Gray

641 Moonrise

161 Snow
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Tuflex
Spartus
Tuflex Spartus tiles are manufactured using a
simultaneous vulcanization process and a new,
industry-leading Red List chemical free formulation
that is FREE of tire-derived crumb rubber.
Tuflex® Spartus Multipurpose Sports Flooring is a rubber flooring product designed for interior
sports and commercial applications. Because of its durability and resilience, Tuflex Spartus is
used in many professional sports facilities. The manufacturing process for Tuflex Spartus consists
of a unique, permanent vulcanization system that ensures the face coat and base layer will not
separate, and we guarantee it for the life of the flooring. Tuflex Spartus' smooth surface makes it
easier to clean and maintain than many other recycled rubber flooring products. Tuflex Spartus
has an appealing visual appearance as well as sound and shock absorption and softness under
foot. The Tuflex Spartus Multipurpose Sports Flooring Tile formulation is screened according
to current authoritative lists and does not contain any chemicals contained in the Living Future
Institute's Red List (Living Building Challenge, Imperative 10), substances of very high concern
(SVHC) on the REACH candidate list, or substances restricted under REACH.
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Tuflex® Spartus is 100% recyclable and
made from 33% recyclable material for a
closed-loop manufacturing process. Approved, recycled rubber products reclaimed
through Roppe’s IMPACT program are used
to manufacture Tuflex® products, and new
Tuflex® is 100% recyclable using our
IMPACT recycling program.
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Charcoal

Ash

Fiesta

Confetti

Desert

Dusk

Cocoa

Taupe

Oceania

Adobe

Rouge

Natural

Seabreeze

Ebony

Square
Square: 27″ x 27″ nominal
(686 mm x 686 mm nominal)
Thickness: 3/8″ (9.5 mm)

Interlocking
Interlocking: 25-3/4” x 25-3/4” nominal
Square Size: (609.6 mm x 609.6 mm nominal)
Thickness: 3/8″ (9.5 mm)
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Health &
Learning Vinyl
A palate of calm, warm and inviting colours also allows for pops of colour to add interest and
character to many different types of healthcare and educational spaces. Roppe's new Health
and Learning Vinyl Tile was developed to coordinate with our most popular rubber tile and tread
profiles. Available in 1/8" tiles, it also works within your project budget, too.
● Premium construction that can be recycled after use and offers a 20-year commercial warranty.
Our products are formulated with non-phthalate plasticizers using 100% virgin materials. Over
50% of the raw materials are sourced within a 100-mile radius.

● Made in the U.S.A. and meets GREENGUARD GOLD and CHPS criteria. The NSF332
certification is pending approval.

● 28 mil (.711mm) wear layer that exceeds ASTM F1700 spec for commercial use. C-Shield UV
cured ceramic bead finish adds durability while resisting scuffing and traffic patterns on the
surface while promoting ease of maintenance.

● Nominal 1/8” construction glue down planks help conceal subfloor imperfections and allow for
flush installation with other 1/8” products.

● Available in 15 colors of 12” x 24” glue down tiles with a straight edge.
● All colors available at a Single Price Point.
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Health & Learning / Warm Tea

Health and Learning Vinyl Tile

228
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HL01 Riverstone

HL02 Hot Cocoa

HL03 Cool Breeze

HL04 Warm Tea

HL05 Wheat Fields

HL06 Blonde Bee

HL07 Brown Eath

HL08 Simple Salt

HL09 Grey Day

HL10 Sweet Dill

HL11 Blue Sky

HL12 Midnight

HL13 Merlot

HL14 Calm Day

HL15 Snowfall
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carpets
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Camino
de Santiago

Moon
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Desert

Stone

Carbon

Stone

Carbon
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Camino de Santiago / Musée
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Distillerie

Musée

Arboretum

Monument

Semois

Mémorial
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Pulse

Matcha
Vert

236
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Aiguille
Argentée

Chai

Earl Grey

Cola
Cerise

Dragonwell

Chocolat
Chaud

African
Rooibos

Thé au
Bleuet
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Pulse / Matcha Vert

Matcha Vert

Aiguille Argentée

Chai

Earl Grey

Cola Cerise

Dragonwell

Chocolat Chaud

African Rooibos

Thé au Bleuet
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Motion II
● Tile 50 cm x 50 cm (19.68" x 19.68")

● 100% antistatic nylon Colorloc™ continuous filament

● Backing: Phthalate-free, glass-fibre reinforced P.V.C. module - PermaFuse™ backing
technology.

● Quarter-turn installation

● Available in 201 cm (79.25") wide PermafuseXL™ roll carpet

● Compatible with Venture's MaxTab glueless installation system
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Motion / Magic Green, Claypos, Grey Ice

242
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Grey Ice

Rock

Steel

Claypos

Black

Fudge

Biscuit

Caramel

Bronze Glow

Taupe

Navel

Brick

Cherry

Active Yellow

Magic Green

Vegan

Caribe

Violet
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Maui II

Hana

244
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Kapuala

Kihei

Lahaina

Makena

Napili

Paia

Wailea
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Maui / Kapuala

Hana

Kapuala

Kihei

Lahaina

Makena

Napili

Paia

Wailea
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Bolivia II
● Tile 50 cm x 50 cm (19.68" x 19.68")

● 100% antistatic nylon Colorloc™ continuous filament

● Backing: Phthalate-free, glass-fibre reinforced P.V.C. module - PermaFuse™ backing
technology.

● Quarter-turn installation

● Available in 201 cm (79.25") wide PermafuseXL™ roll carpet

● Compatible with Venture's MaxTab glueless installation system
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Bolivia / Andino

250 centura healthcare guide

Andino

Berlina

Brisas

Casona

Estrella

Monticulo

Prado

York
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Venice II
● Tile 50 cm x 50 cm (19.68" x 19.68")

● 100% antistatic nylon Colorloc™ continuous filament

● Backing: Phthalate-free, glass-fibre reinforced P.V.C. module - PermaFuse™ backing
technology.

● Quarter-turn installation

● Available in 201 cm (79.25") wide PermafuseXL™ roll carpet

● Compatible with Venture's MaxTab glueless installation system
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Antico

Bauer

Bellini

Cimarosa

Commedia

Danielli

Gritti

Londra

Luna

Pisani

254 /centura
healthcare guide
Venice
Bellini
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Raimondi Clip
System
HD stands for Heavy Duty, in fact these clips offer the highest tensile strength within the
Raimondi’s range of clips, together with a longer resistance to the maximum peak of tension
(meaning they have a better tolerance during the wedge push). Thanks to the new design, HD
clips result much easier to insert underneath the tiles.
Therefore, HD are the best performing and easiest to use clips ever made by Raimondi, capable
to perfectly level the heaviest tiles.
A further step forward has been made with its packaging, which now allows a faster and better
product is immediately ready for sale.
Every box front side has clear indications with colour icons to easily recognize the type and
quantity of clips inside. Multiple boxes (either with corners removed or not) can be stacked on top
of each other to create the desired display combination even without the need to store on a shelf.
A new HD starter kit is now available with 250 HD clips 1.5mm (1/16”), 250 wedges and 1 floor
pliers. The kit comes packed into a four-colour high quality printed box. HD clips work with the
same wedge and the same traction pliers which are common with all other Raimondi’s clips.
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Best All-Around Performance

TEC Power Grout
Advanced Performance Grout
®

®

TEC® Power Grout® is an advanced performance grout that offers extended pot life with a fast set time, superior stain protection, and
guaranteed zero efflorescence. It also provides strong, color consistent joints free of efflorescence, that are resistant to shrinking and cracking.
Power Grout provides excellent performance in environments such as high traffic and wet conditions, and in residential and commercial
applications. It never needs sealing and sets in four hours.

Contact your local sales rep to request a demo.
Have a question? Visit TECQuestions.com.
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To learn more, visit TECSpecialty.com
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See Reverse for More Information
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Ultimate 6 Plus is a high-performance, polymer-modified mortar
that provides superior handling and full coverage with minimum
effort. This versatile, one and done mortar can be used for 98%
of your jobs – from installing the smallest to the largest tiles.

262Nocentura
healthcare
stress.
Noguide
sag. No slump. No back buttering. No bull.

Visit TECspecialty.com
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INTRODUCING LEVEL SET® 500 HF.
You need high performance products. That’s why we created Level Set 500 HF – TEC’s new
high-flow, seamless healing SLU. Achieve up to 66% savings in labor costs because you
don’t have to sand or skim coat. No product in the industry flows faster or yields a smoother
surface. Perfect for today’s thinner floor coverings. Level Set 500 HF. The Super Smooth SLU.
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Visit TECspecialty.com
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This innovative moisture vapor barrier offers a much safer, more
cost-effective alternative over epoxy products. It’s colored blue for
visual assurance of coverage during the application process and
is resealable so there is no waste. Effective moisture mitigation

266and
efficient
installation—now that’s working smarter with TEC.
centura
healthcare guide
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Higher Performance – More Versatility

TEC® Flexera® Premium Universal Adhesive
Flexera Premium Universal Adhesive is ideal for installing vinyl tile & plank, carpet tile, VCT and resilient sheet flooring. This breakthrough
formulation provides aggressive tack and robust adhesion with up to 12 hours of working time and immediate foot traffic after PSA method
installations. The high moisture tolerance of 99% RH & 12 lbs MVER is ideal for residential and commercial applications.

Contact your local sales rep to request a demo. Have a question? Visit TECQuestions.com.
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See Reverse for More Information
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Some competitors will have you seeing red by requiring 4 times more product
to get the same crack isolation as one coat of HydraFlex. So pour on the purple
to save time, protect your reputation and avoid costly callbacks. Because we’ve
got working smarter down to a science.
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Schluter DITRA
& DITRA-XL
Schluter
Kerdi

Schluter®-DITRA and DITRA-XL are specifically designed for ceramic and stone tile installations.
DITRA and DITRA-XL provide uncoupling to prevent cracked tile and grout. Made of polyethylene,
DITRA and DITRA-XL serve as a waterproofing layer that protects moisture-sensitive substrates,
such as plywood/OSB. Free-space on the underside of the matting provides a route for excess
moisture and vapor to prevent damage to the tile layer above. DITRA and DITRA-XL perform all
these functions while still providing adequate support/load distribution for the tile covering.

● Provides uncoupling, waterproofing, vapor management, and heavy load distribution to ensure
the durability and integrity of tile installations

● DITRA has a nominal 1/8" (3 mm)-thickness which minimizes tile assembly thickness and
Schluter®-KERDI is a pliable sheet-applied waterproofing membrane and vapor-retarder

● DITRA-XL is 5/16” (7 mm)-thick to create an even transition between typical 5/16” (7 mm)-thick

surrounds, residential steam showers, and other tile applications in wet areas.

tile and 3/4” (19 mm)-thick hardwood flooring

● Eliminates water damage which can lead to mold and mildew

spaced at 24” (610 mm) o.c.

● Sheet-applied polyethylene waterproofing membrane and vapor retarder

● Features a modified polyethylene (PEVA) core with non-woven polypropylene on both sides
● Features an anchoring fleece on both sides to anchor the membrane in thin-set mortar
● Ideal for waterproofing in conjunction with tiled surfaces on walls and floors
● KERDI is 8-mil-thick and guarantees uniform thickness

● The 6’ 7” (2-meter) wide roll covers wall area from floor to standard shower head height for
fewer seams and a faster installation
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reduces transitions to lower surface coverings

designed for the direct application of tile. KERDI is ideal for use in tiled showers, bathtub

centura healthcare guide

● DITRA-XL allows for ceramic tile application over single layer plywood/OSB subfloors on joists
● Can be installed on top of concrete, plywood, OSB, gypsum, existing vinyl floors, structural
planks, sub-floors, and radiant heated floors

● Features a grid structure of square cutback cavities and an anchoring fleece laminated to the
underside which is bonded to the surface of the substrate and prevents thin-set from filling the
cavities

● Quick and easy to install; few tools required and ready to receive tile immediately

centura.ca
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Schluter
DILEX-KSN

Schluter DILEX-AHK
Schluter®-DILEX-AHK is a cove-shaped profile with a single anchoring leg that provides an
attractive, clean, and maintenance-free alternative for inside wall corners, and countertop/
backsplash and floor/wall transitions.

Schluter®-DILEX-KSN is a heavy-duty surface joint profile with stainless steel or aluminum

● Designed for inside wall corners, countertop/backsplash transitions and floor/wall transitions in

anchoring legs that protect tile edges. It features a 7/16” (11 mm)-wide, soft thermoplastic rubber

applications where limited movement is expected

movement zone that separates individual fields in the tile covering and forms the visible surface.
Available in four new colors to simplify the selection of a matching grout
● Designed to allow movement and reduce stress in large, tiled areas
● Eliminates the need for caulking

● Prevents cracking and delamination of tiles
● Maintenance-free

● Offers secure edge protection for surfaces exposed to heavy-duty commercial traffic, such as
warehouses, production facilities, and shopping malls
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● Eliminates the need for caulking

● Features a 3/8” (10 mm)-wide radius to prevent water penetration and dirt accumulation,
making cleaning simple

● Ideal for tiled environments with high sanitary requirements, such as commercial kitchens,
bathrooms, and food processing plants
●

90° outside corners are available in two configurations: rounded corner integrates with

RONDEC and a square corner integrates with QUADEC
● Available in various finishes of anodized aluminum

centura.ca
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Schluter
JOLLY
Schluter®-JOLLY is a finishing and edge-protection profile for the outside corners of tiled

Schluter®-VINPRO™-S is designed to provide a finished edge for resilient coverings (e.g., LVT) in

surfaces on walls. The vertical wall section of the profile provides a decorative finish and protects

applications that typically border floor coverings of similar heights, or as a finishing edge to wall

adjacent tiles. Other applications include transitions for dado coverings such as carpet, natural

skirting applications. The profile features a minimal and discreet reveal to enhance the coverings

stone, or cold-cured resin coatings.

while offering transition and edge protection.

● Prevents tile edges from chipping

● Features a tapered anchoring leg, with unique holes spaced evenly along the length of the

● New! Now available in 10’ (3.05 m) lengths
● Ideal for creating decorative transitions on walls

● Ideal trim for the top edge of a tiled wall, backsplash, and bathtub surround

● Features an integrated joint spacer that establishes a defined joint cavity between the tile and
the profile

● Anchoring leg is available with a radius perforation so that the profile can be used to form curves
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Schluter
VINPRO-S
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● Finishing profile protects resilient floor or wall skirting edges
profile for use with fasteners

● The profile features a 1/4" (6 mm) wide sloped top flange to hide the cut edge of the resilient
floor covering for a finished look

● Available in anodized aluminum in three finish colors

centura.ca
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Schluter
SCHIENE

Schluter
TREP-SE-S-B

Schluter®-SCHIENE provides effective and attractive edge protection for tile coverings that are

Schluter®-TREP-SE, TREP-S and TREP-B are designed to protect tiled stair edges and provide

typically bordered by carpet, at expansion joints, or as decorative edging for stairs. The profile

an easily visible, slip-resistant wear surface for durable, safe, and visually appealing stair-nosing

offers a discreet, minimum reveal which is ideal for creating elegant transitions between floor

design.

coverings.

● Prevents tile edges on stairs from chipping

● Prevents tiles from chipping

● Features a trapezoid-perforated anchoring leg made of stainless steel (-SE) or aluminum (-S

● New! Now available in 10’ (3.05 m) lengths
● Ideal for creating transitions on floors

● Ideal for floor installations, where tile is bordered by carpet or wood

● Features an approximately 1/8" (3 mm)-wide visible surface for discreet transitions

● Anchoring leg is available with a special radius perforation so that the profile can be used to

and –B) with a slip-resistant, thermoplastic rubber wear surface
● Ideal for offices, shopping malls, and other public areas

● Designed with a colored tread surface, which can be replaced in case of damage or wear
(various colors available)

form curves

● Designed for areas exposed to heavy foot traffic

● Available in stainless steel, solid brass, aluminum, and anodized aluminum

● Available in brushed stainless steel (-SE) or aluminum (-S or –B)

● 87° slope to transfer point loads and protect tile edges
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● Ensures a slip-resistant wear surface
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● End caps available
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visit us coast to coast
Vancouver
Calgary

Edmonton
Windsor
London

Hamilton
Toronto

Peterborough
Ottawa

Montréal
Québec

Moncton
Halifax

St. John’s
centura.ca

